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About This Game
This is Single Player Adventure game.
Control the earth and get to the destination.
The control System is based on Unity physics system.
Therefore, Unlike other games, you have to keep in mind that the earth doesn't ignore inertia and acceleration.
You will encounter various obstacles [such as lightening, water, fire, hail aurora] though,
try again and again!
[How to Play]
Camera control : Rotate your mouse
Move : W, S, A, D
Jump : Space
Change mouse sensitivity : ESC or F10 in game scene.
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TYSoft
Publisher:
TYSoft
Release Date: 17 Jun, 2018
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good game!!!. What it has:
Cards that Upgrade
Cards that unlock on leveling up your one character
What it doesn't have:
Multiple Characters
Any variation in the two paths
The ability to decline picking a card after a fight
The concept of a 0 card cost upgrade still being 0 cost
Merchant squares
Mini-Elite Squares
Overall:
The concept is great, the implementation of that concept is awful. Just pass on this mess especially while it's in early access.
. While at NorthWest Majors, a friend & I played a demo of this game & it was extremely fun. As soon as it was available; I
purchased & have shared with many friends who also love to play it now.
It is very competitive, easy to play, & has not gone dull at all.
Just wish for online play & this would be perfect. I highly recommend you give this game a shot, it\u2019s not expensive so go
ahead & support these creators :). Quick review coming from a shmup lover.
The Good :
- the game does't look too bad. By today's standards, it doesn't look too good either, but I wouldn't mind if it played ok.
- Music sounds good, but...
The Bad :
- Controls are rigid. Don't even try to play with an XBOX360 controller...
- Patterns are repetitive.
- I have a big feeling problem with this game. Can't feel the power of the weapons. Can't feel when I'm hit. This is probably
because the sound in the game is not very well balanced.
- ... the sounds FX are weak. Can't hear any explosion. Shot sounds are flat and weak.
- Music sounds totally inappropriate. It's good, but it feels like it's the music from another game...
Definitely not worse the full price.. Turbo Dismount this is not.
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Great puzzles for the price. Interesting mechanics and a very simple yet beautiful art style. Well done.. Very meh for a hentai
game. It does have a nice city-building aspect which could work, but rpgmaker type games aren't really meant for that sort of
thing so it's a bit clumsy. Also most of the hentai scenes are single images with somewhat shoddy sound effects, like the first
oral sex scene the sound effects are like someone sucking on their finger as loud as they can. Most of these games have multiple
images per scene and better sound effects.. Just a boring game in general. Gameplay is meh, graphics are meh, movement is
meh.
Only bought this game because of the holy trading cards.. Do not play this. Do not buy this. It is nothing anywhere close to the
former glory that was the table top games.
The graphics would have been amazing 8 years ago, but cyanide studio has slacked off horribly with this game.
Combat is sluggish and there are multiple "Duh" moments. Like when a character will stop attacking in combat after they cast a
spell and stand there while enemies kill them.
Movement pathing is also horribly bugged, characters will run in place, or in some cases simply run into another character or run
circles around a enemy instead of actually attacking it.
Cyanide studious has done a horrible job in this game. Its even 5 months after release and there's no update or new patches.
They have soiled the memory of beautiful tabletop game with this sad pile of excrement that now takes up space on my hard
drive.. Soundtrack is awesome, Frank Klepacki as always did splendid job, tho not all tracks are implemented, which is very sad
thing. Please Petroglyph, deliver full soundtrack.. Cute little gem of a game! It's Plants vs Zombies in space ! Well on earth,
tehcnically xD
Don't be fooled by all those colours: there is actually quite a bit of depth poured into the gameplay, and the zapper makes sure
you basically never sit idle (on the contrary, you must constantly decide if\/what to boost or explode), and that's where it differs
from many other TD's (and from PvZ, specifically): apart from building towers and picking up ressources, you are always active
with what is basically a multi-tool, there's not much waiting involved.
Veteran mode is also quite handy, and I'd recommand tower denfense... veterans ^^ to actually enable it. I'd even say it's worth
to turn it on from start. You won't get to make many mistakes and get away with it, but the difficulty isn't offputting either, and
as long as your strategy is sound, you shouldn't get stuck wondering what went wrong. "Normal" difficulty I didn't try so I can't
really comment, but it sounds nice to be able to play with less focus, or to enable less-hardcore players to fully enjoy the game I
guess. Plus, you can always switch between Normal\/Vet with the flick of a button apparently.
There's a whole bunch of animations, graphics, easter eggs, you name it. You get everything from ninjas, to secret agents
reading news papers unsuspectingly, to Martian ladies filing their nails and cleaning up the alleys :D
Gameplay wise, there's something I found rather odd at first for a TD: compared to mostly every other TD I ever played, the
maps are rather small, and towers have very limited range (basically just 3 squares). I was afraid of that at first, but it turns out
that it just makes you think about placement and synergy even more, instead of just spamming long ranged OP towers
everywhere like in some other TDs. Speaking of which : the game starts slow, but it's kind of a tutorial even though it doesn't
officially says so. You gotta hang in there for the first 4 or 5 levels, but after that you get the zapper and get to occupy yourself
with it, and start seeing more diversity towers-wise.
All in all, much more fun that some random movie, at the price of a movie theater ticket ;p. I'ma keep this one short and sweet.
This leaves nothing to be desired in such a manor as to be a delightful experience, written with a design as to be just satisfying
enough to be an absolutely unregretable experience. I urge anyone reading this review to buy both acts one and two, even if you
only intend to follow one route. The developers deserve the money.
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Also, Marie is best girl. Any naysayers don't know what they're talkin about.
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